Abstract: This study explores the amount of lexical innovation (hapax legomena or non repeated words) during a question-led (i.e. semi spontaneous) spoken word production task. Native adult non-impaired Spanish speakers (n = 8) were asked the same question 8 times with an interval of one day each; 4 participants answered the stimulus question in L1 and 4 did so in English. Participants were also given specific instructions to avoid conscious verbal monitoring, specially trying to evade or emphasise word repetition. Their responses were not time controlled. Quantitative word analysis reveals all subjects have recourse to an increased percentage of lexical recycling (vocabulary repetition), idiomatic and phraseology recurrence, as well as a limited percentage of lexical innovation or hapax. These findings are of interest to foreign language acquisition research, curricula design and idiolect re-encoding because they suggest that thematic-bound unities of thought elicited in word production are stable and comprise a major portion of all verbal content. These results may call into question the pertinence and efficacy of traditional syllabi focusing on linguistic points rather than on the role of recycling thematic-dependent learners' verbal repertoire.
Introduction
Curricula are normally designed following a sequential, staircase-like gradual approach where linguistic contents are introduced progressively, hierarchically sequenced, and reduced to a limited range of exercises and activities (Zamel, 1987: 700) .
This approach nonetheless presents a major drawback for it presupposes that linguistic encoding and successful retrieving are a sequential, staircase-like gradual process, neglecting the structural randomness of language acquisition (Meisel, Clahsen and Pienemann, 1981) . Words are neither stored nor accessed through a ladder of difficulty established by the Modern Language Association from the Council of Europe (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages) or any other evaluation company for that matter (Lewis, 2000: 184) . Speakers of all languages are exposed to linguistic input in a non-sequential way given that in any conversation simple sentences, simple tenses and monosyllabic lexical units, as well as complex sentences, idiomatic expressions, and a fast pace of verbal emission might coincide (Gee, 2014: 162) .
Research on curriculum design does not address the issue of a non-sequential system because all methods and approaches have pursued the same sequential, staircase-like progressive content presentation, inasmuch as they need -as all education institutions do-to deliver results by means of observable behaviour from students (Bonilla Carvajal, 2014; Rancière, 1991) . The only way to achieve these results
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Open Access is through the establishment of a sequential progressive assessment grid (proficiency levels); as a result, content presentation and teaching routes are cast after a sequential, staircase-like progressive acquisition order (Johnson, 2008: 120; Lewis, 2000) . The aim of this research is to present the initial experiment of a work in progress on the technique of idiolect re-encoding. This is a different approach to foreign language learning content design, via the demonstration that human linguistic creativity in spontaneous speech may be circumscribed within the lexical boundaries of a question-defined lexical cohort. For this research test subjects (n = 8) were asked a question eight times over the course of 16 days in order to find out to what extent the word ratio grew, or if it remained-as we expected in our hypothesis-considerably fixed within a given percentage of lexical innovation.
If it could be possible to determine the number of repetitions needed in order to reach the point of no expansion, lexically and syntactically, in human word production (i.e. the number of words after which only reutilisation of lexical resources emerge) it might be feasible to propose a curriculum centred on questions (in lieu of levels of difficulty, notions or situations) and the systematic exploration of such lexical fields deriving from the question as a means to facilitate ensuing lexical access and retrieving in spontaneous conversation.
Verbal inhibition
Discrete lexical items-or even complex multiword sequences-are accessed when a similar stimulus to the one involved in the replay of neural activity the first time the stimulus was encountered is presented again (Rahman and Melinger 2009: 713) . This stimulus is responsible for delimiting and constraining the lexical decision, and accordingly if a person is asked Why do you want to work with us? in a formal office setting of a job interview, both environmental cues as well as linguistic stimuli will block all possible word candidates (word competitors) in the mental lexicon of the applicant, leaving as a single set of options: Verbal inhibition is a life-long, socially-shaped process whose number of variables is beyond any calculation. Lexical accessibility is a phenomenon determined by multiple factors (social pressure, social status, receiver, ambience, argumentation, shared knowledge, age, etc.). It is safe to assert then that the words we (un)consciously choose to utter in conversation are determined to some extent by environmental cues. Albeit this filter that enables a speaker to choose the right words and the right order has been previously called communicative competence (Gumperz & Hymes, 1988) in this study it will be referred to as Verbal Inhibition, that is, the final verbal shape that takes a message from its initial lexical cohort (the number of words pertinent to express an idea).
Semantic cohort
A semantic cohort can be defined from a morphologic stance: "For example, when hearing the word 'alligator,' words such as 'alcohol' and 'albatross,' which share the same initial phonemes with 'alligator,' will initially be activated (as will other words which also share the same initial phonemes). All of these words constitute the initial cohort." (Zhuang et al., 2011: 3780) For this study, nevertheless, the semantic cohort is not made from the candidate words from the mental lexicon sharing the initial phonemes, instead, we agree with Rahman and Melinger's notion of semantic context (2009: 713-716) as… ...any meaning-constraining context, i.e., discourse context, experimental context, situational context, within which a target word is uttered. […] , semantic context affects speech production at two processing levels. First, context affects conceptual processing due to semantic priming of the target concept. Second, semantic context influences lexical level processes due to competition between lexical entries for selection. These two effects yield a combination of facilitative and inhibitory influences.
And thus lexical competition as well as conceptual facilitation are always induced by semantic contexts (Rahman and Melinger, 2009: 716) . Context is then responsible for conceptual choice and lexical decision, the phenomenon is best described as a semantic facilitation process which takes place in the union of target and context on a single concept (Kuipers et al., 2006; Kuipers & La Heij, 2008) . These notions are compatible with Bloem and La Heij's (2003) ''preverbal message'', where lexical access is delimited by the chosen target concept; a process of semantic facilitation through conceptual priming in speech (cf. Bloem & La Heij, 2003; Bloem, van den Boogaard; Costa, Mahon, Savova, & Caramazza, 2003; Glaser & Dungelhoff, 1984; Kuipers & La Heij, 2008; Kuipers et al., 2006) .
Similarly Barsalou (1983) proposes ad hoc category formation as a model of lexical access. New categories are built in the mental lexicon in order to achieve goals during communication, consequently, activating lexical cohorts while speaking is a process heavily adjusted by context-related factors. "… [T] he specific characteristics of semantic activation spread during language production are dynamically modulated by semantic context… semantic contexts modulate the speed of lexical selection by flexibly recruiting context-specific lexical cohort assemblies of varying sizes." (Rahman and Melinger, 2009: 727) 
Lexical access aided by rehearsed speech
Rehearsed speech, as well as oral repetition, play a central role in consolidating memories and lexical access. Rehearse helps to imitate natural speech in terms of gesturing and silent pauses, even though spontaneous speech is accompanied by more lexical movement and intraclausal silent pauses (Chawla and Krauss, 1994 . And it was a finding later corroborated in Krauss, 1998: 4) . Likewise in memory consolidation, it is assumed that rehearsal refreshes and re-activates the fading trace in the protein synthesis of synapses' strengthening (Nairne, 2002) . In a similar vein, other studies have shown that repetition helps working memory and phonological loop when coding new words, and the opposite, preventing rehearsal practice, interferes with L2 learning (Hulstijn, 2001: 260-1) .
Rehearsal within a closed topic permits consolidation from all the lexical unities belonging to such semantic field, then, "…when a memory is reactivated it must undergo additional consolidation (reconsolidation) to persist." (Alberini, 2005: 15) This additional consolidation can be given in the form of thematic-bound rehearsal, which is an aid to fluent proficiency because as soon as it allows automatisation of verbal delivery, the capacity of working memory expands making it easier for speakers to centre their attention in higher order tasks (i.e. argumentation, presentation of ideas, paying heed to audience reactions) instead of monitoring their speech: "Regardless of individual working-memory capacity, the automatic processing of language frees up capacity for other information, which results in fluent use of language. At the same time, higher working-memory capacity allows speakers to process larger pieces of information fluently." (Yoshimura and MacWhinney 2007: 1) .
In interactive activation models, lexical units are triggered in the spoken chain by strong links between them, which is a function derived from proceduralised motor skills dependant on chunking and automatisation (Dell, 1995; Stemberger, 1985) , which results from repetition or deliberate rehearsal.
Rehearsing is also justified on account of the lexical boundaries of spontaneous speech, as well as the inherent quality features of spoken word production. When addressing a topic, native as well as non-native oral fluency are sensitive to context (Riggenbach, 1991) ; non-native verbal performance reproduces mother tongue patterns, such as content presentation and discourse strategies (Deschamps, 1980; Raupach, 1980 qtd. by Olynyk, Sankoff, and d'Aglejan, 1983: 232) . These two aspects bring to mind the rings of verbal inhibition and the boundaries of lexical innovation, granted that they provide us with a frame within which a learning intervention might take place.
If and only if mother tongue patterns, discourse strategies, and context-dependant word choice are inherent features of speech production, either in L1 or a foreign language, thence a course of action can be traced wherein content selection be drawn from the very limits (boundaries) of spontaneous speech; accordingly our study aims at finding the percentage scale of lexical syntactic innovation in order to establish the feasibility of designing a question-centred, idiolect-driven syllabus in foreign language learning.
Research questions
This study addressed the following research questions: 1. Does the percentage of lexical innovation remain stable within a given number after answering 8 times the same semantic field? 2. If there is no stability, what variables do influence the increase of lexical innovation?
Experiment

Overview of the study
2001) version 1.51. This small corpus was also annotated and parsed for commonalities in syntactic patterns within each participant's response.
Eight adult, non-impaired native Spanish speakers (for a detailed description see below Participants) were asked the question Why is it so difficult for a person to learn several foreign languages in this country?1, eight times every other day (non-stimulus interval of 24 hours). They were not given instructions to limit or expand the time of their answers, so that they could elaborate on the topic as needed. Four participants answered in Spanish and the other four answered in English. Their responses were recorded and transcribed, the number of words uttered only once (non-repeated items or hapax legomena) from the total amount of used words is the degree of lexical innovation, the remaining percentage is the lexical recurrence or lexical recycling. Condition, and topic were independent variables. No repeated words, hesitations, false beginnings, half-pronounced words within a phrase or those uttered before self-corrections are counted.
To provide an example of the first two days of answers given by one of the participants from the English respondent group, in day one the indefinite article a appeared 17 times, whereas the second day only 13. Nevertheless, the word that (as a relative pronoun or subordinate conjunction) appeared 14 times the first day and 20 the second. The table below shows the 10 most repeated words in each day, a cross comparison between the two highlights the lexical recycling phenomenon under study. 
Participants
The sample consisted of eight adult, non-impaired native Spanish speakers: -5 men, speakers of American Spanish from Colombia and proficient bilingual English speakers. This participant pool was comprised of highly literate members only, hailing from graduate and postgraduate courses on linguistics, translation and proofreading. This is meant to reduce the extraneous variable of low literacy and its negative impact on low vocabulary, as it is claimed by Duursma et al. (2007) . If we are to look for lexical recycling, i.e. answers with highly recurring vocabulary, the results would be biased if we had wittingly cherry-picked individuals with low lexicon.
Results
Due to the nature of the study we chose the Panel Data Method, which is defined as: "A variety of methods connected by the idea that the entity under investigation is observed repeatedly as it exists and evolves over time" (Baltes and Nesselroade, 1979: 20) . In this case we analysed the responses of participants in 8 different consecutive moments considering the variables to reflect in a better way the behaviour of data. Panel databases and models account for a group of individuals surveyed repeatedly over time, and this allows to examine the variables in a dynamic time process, considering non observable effects which affect the significance of the variables under study. The benefits of these data include opportunities to study dynamic relationships while understanding, cross-sectional heterogenity (Frees, 2004) . These variables explain the behaviour of the dependent variable Lexical innovation.
Procedure
Descriptive analysis
The chart presents the main statistical information of the variables implemented in the model. The average time per answer was 172.2 second, the shortest spent 104 seconds while the longest spent 234 seconds. The highest kind of sentences were the simple sentences while the complex sentences were the least used. Also it is noticeable that the lexical recycling was higher than Lexical Innovation (LI) with a mean of 75.3% further than 24.7% of the (LI) variable. Dummy variables (D1-D8) behave in the same way as they only represent the moments in which participants where asked. Entries like t and Suj are not relevant in the descriptive analysis because they do not reflect any feature of agents or their responses.
Relationships
Graphic A Represents the relationship between Lexical Innovation and other variables such as Simple Sentences (one finite verb), Compound Sentences (two or more finite verbs joined with a conjunction), Complex Sentences (one subordinating and one subordinated clause) and Time per Seconds. In the first diagram; Lexical innovation-Simple sentences it is evident the highest percentage of lexical innovation is achieved when speakers use 2 or 4 simple sentences, besides when participants use 3 to 5 simple sentences, Lexical Innovation remains almost the same.
In the second diagram, percentages of Lexical Innovation distribute relatively similar amongst 2, 3 and 4; the highest rates are found when participants use 3 or 4 Compound Sentences. There is no clear relationship between the amount of seconds and the percentages of Lexical Innovation. D8 is omitted in order to avoid a statistical problem known as multicollinearity. The statistic F proves that the model is globally significant with a calculated F of 151.81 bigger than the comparative one 0.0. Besides the model explains the lexical innovation with a R-squared of 0.97 which means that variables explain the (LI) in a 97% through the results it can be said that Lexical Recycling (lr) is significant.
Regression Results
Based on statistical evidence we can say that if we replicate the sampling process 95 of each 100 intervals as the calculated might contain the parameter. In other words per each word that is repeated the (LI) can be reduced in an interval of 1.05 or 0.95 working with an α = 5%.
Dummies were non-significant, which means that the different moments in which subject where asked do not reflect the variability of (LI). These variables do not have any relevant direct incidence in the Lexical Innovation.
Although they provide valuable information, these features cannot account as variables to predict the unity of lexical innovation in each response. In order to present a set of data that can offer an insight into the phenomenon of lexical innovation, we will show a individualised score of performance for each participant in a lexical-metric analysis.
Lexical-metric analysis
All the resulting 64 recordings from all participants in both groups, English and Spanish, were transcribed and subject to lexical metric analysis using Hüning's TextSTAT © (2001) version 1.51. The data were organised into the next categories which provide the material of the ensuing discussion.
Number of minutes -seconds: The total time the participant took to answer.
Percentage of lexical recycling:
Percentage of repeated words.
Percentage of lexical innovation: Percentage of non-repeated words (Hapax).
Percentage of syntactic recycling: The transcriptions are parsed to find the next categories of syntactic constructions (simple sentence, compound sentence, and complex sentence), in order to find a percentage of syntactic recycling.
English respondent group
Graphic 2: Number of minutes and seconds: English respondent group.
In the first diagram the data dispersion shows minor oscillations in each one of the participants throughout the questions. In Participant 4, for instance, there is a peak in question 8 of 3:28 and a valley of 3:14 in question 4. That means an oscillation of barely 14 seconds every 8 answers with a day in between. This trend seems to be also present in Participant 1, peak in question 1 = 3:02, valley in questions 3 and 5 = 2:51 (oscillation of 11 seconds). The trends remains slightly unaltered in Participant 2, question 1 = 2:53 vs. question = 3:06 (oscillation of 13 seconds). Participant 3, again, shows and oscillation of 11 seconds in questions 1 and 2.
Graphic 3: Number of minutes and seconds Spanish respondent group. Which proves there are no substantial deviations in the oscillations, i.e. we do not attest a participant using 20 seconds in one answer, the next 10 minutes, then 5 or 1. Instead, there are in both groups a rather stable trend either in the realm of 30+ seconds or 10+. Addressing the percentages of lexical innovation and recycling we have a considerable proportion of lexical content being reused in each of the answers. The minimum level of recycling in the vicinity of 70%, and the maximum of 78% (an 8% degree of variance among 8 speakers with one day inter stimulus interval). In the Spanish group the minimum is set in 71,80% and the maximum 79,40%, once again, a roughly 8% of oscillation in lexical recycling.
Spanish respondent group
Graphic 6: Percentage of lexical innovation -English respondent group.
Graphic 7:
Percentage of lexical innovation -Spanish respondent group.
As a result, the percentage of lexical innovation in the English respondent group goes from a 21,70% to a maximum of 30,10%, and oscillation of 8,40%. In the Spanish respondent group, a minimum of 20,50% through 28,50%, this time with an equivalent oscillation of 8,00%.
Graphic 8: Simple sentences -English respondent group.
Graphic 9: Simple sentences -Spanish respondent group.
In the simple sentences, we have a major oscillation ranging from 2 through 6 (English group) and 2 through 5 in the Spanish group.
Graphic 10: Compound sentences -English respondent group. Compound sentences present likewise a spectrum from 2 through 5 in the English group, and from 2 through 4 in Spanish.
Graphic 12: Complex sentences -English respondent group.
Graphic 13: Complex sentences -Spanish respondent group.
Finally, complex sentences vary somehow covering a minimum of 1 up to 4 in the English group, and 3 in the Spanish group. These nuances of variation will be further discussed in the next section.
Discussion
As previously anticipated, the results of this experiment in both groups reveal that if a given speaker in their native tongue or a foreign language, even at an advanced proficiency level, and even with a considerable knowledge of the language (university literacy rate) is required to answer multiple times the same question, a low percentage of lexical innovation-and a fixed time span-will be needed for them to accomplish the task in comparison to the total amount of words/time invested in answering the question. In this experiment with both conditions (L1 vs. L2) the percentage of lexical innovation remained stable within a given number after answering 8 times the same semantic field. The stable innovative ratio maintained all along the experiments (16 days) with both groups supports the main theoretical implications of the study concerning the relationship between lexical output accessibility, semantic elaboration, and schemata: As it can be seen by the number of seconds, the English group tends to remain less spread, with oscillations no longer than three seconds. In the Spanish group we also find unity in the number of seconds except for participant four. It is an appealing fact that after a series of repetitions participants took equal times to answer the questions, even though time was not something they could consciously monitor. In the same vein, a cross-comparison of lexical innovation and lexical recycling shows a similar unity in the mean values of these two features in speech production. This trend of unity is extensible to other aspects of speech production, and it leads to believe that, even without conscious monitoring, participants in both foreign and mother tongue delimit their capacity to produce words and concept expansion to a finite, describable universe of words and syntactic units. In terms of the type of sentences that they used (simple, complex, compound) it is clear that there is no unexpected rise or decrease in the number of each category, i.e. a speaker does not use a given number of simple sentences to answer a stimulus question one day, and the other, twice or thrice the number of simple sentences that he used the previous time.
Number of minutes -seconds
Percentage
Simple sentences
The value of standard deviations for both groups: English mean value of standard deviations: 0,98. Spanish mean value of standard deviations: 4,00.
As we anticipated above in 1.3, mother tongue patterns, as well as context-dependant word choice, are inherent features of speech production that will mould foreign language output (Bloem, Van den Boogaard, and La Heij, 2004; Bonilla Carvajal, 2013; Kanarakis, 2009; Thierry and Wu, 2007) . Additionally, these features that determine lexical selection aid to construct our initial claim that a question-centered exploration of idiolectal semantic fields is a feasible route towards the individualisation of learning.
Judging by these numbers, it is possible to ascertain that a non-observable factor in play is the number of ideas each participant has, which has determined the previous values and their unity all along the answers. Lexical selection, lexical innovation and lexical recycling could all be framed as a functioning operation decided by the number (and complexity) of ideas, as well as the number of associated lexical items that each speaker holds in their mental lexicon.
Educative implications
Language curricula designers, as well as educators and foreign language acquisition researchers can enhance their practice is by considering the natural boundaries of lexical innovation when determined by a question.
It is of little use to choose the linguistic content of a course with no prior consideration of the idiolectal lexical-syntactical units that comprise the semantic fields that each speaker tends to have in natural spontaneous conversation. Thus careful attention needs to be paid to this phenomenon of recursion and finiteness in language production, because it is in the very notion of idiolect that foreign language proficiency can be built.
This observation, however, is suitable to face a barrage of criticism because it fosters the view that language learning is an individual undertaking, in sheer opposition to traditional classroom-based, teacher-led syllabi that, conversely, try to unify and reduce to a single, unanimous, all-encompassing set of linguistic contents the richness and diversity of the human idiolect.
On the other hand, if a given speaker only requires a low percentage of lexical innovation when answering multiple times the same question or addressing the same topic, a direct methodological implication to linguistic content choice emerges, i.e. if we centre the efforts of vocabulary and/or syntax patterns' selection for language teaching in the systematic exploration of the words belonging to a speaker's idiolectal semantic field, thence we can predict beforehand all the vocabulary or syntax that they will need, consequently, shaping lessons to cater for their linguistic necessities, namely those that arise from the idiolects in their mother tongue, but that largely determine foreign language output.
Conclusion
The boundaries of lexical innovation within a question defined semantic cohort can be said to remain stable within a low spectrum (0,98 Spanish group and 4,00 English group) after 8 repetitions if the speaker is not exposed to new knowledge that could expand their command of the topic, or if s/he is not consciously monitoring the verbal production so as to augment or limit the range of vocabulary to use in providing an answer; to put it simply, in normal, unaffected, spontaneous conversation it is plausible to predict the verbal behaviour of any non-impaired speaker in L1 or L2 as a communicative function framed in the boundaries of the stored knowledge with respect to the topic under discussion.
These findings are interesting from a theoretical and educational standpoint because a conscious control of lexical innovation means a conscious prediction of verbal behaviour and thus a more accurate choice of lexical-syntactic contents for syllabus design addressing current learners' needs.
Language teaching places a major emphasis on effective lexical retrieving; nevertheless such event is contingent upon the presentation of a similar stimulus (or similar circumstances of emission) to that which originally elicited the initial verbal response. The probability rate that stimuli like the ones reinforced in classrooms (physical and time limited) occur in the real world is, at best, below zero. This experiment not only sets an approximate quantitative boundary of lexical creativity and syntactic expansion in natural speech, but it also provides evidence towards the support of an idiolect-driven syllabus. If natural speech is considerably fixed within certain lexical syntactic limits, language teaching must not design a priori language content and grammatical points without paying heed to the inherent features of idiosyncratic speech, i.e. the boundaries of lexical innovation.
It needs to be mentioned that this phenomenon largely depends on the degree of change from the speaker's position towards the concept. A question such as what did you do yesterday?, will not obtain the same answer after several days (increased lexical innovation due to content variance). With fixed topics however (e.g. what are your thoughts on abortion?), word occurrence is rather stable, barring a deliberate intention from the speaker to expand their concepts, or limit the answer to just a few comments; however as this study strictly focuses on word production in spontaneous speech, the results are very assuring. The lexical boundaries are seen after five to eight repetitions of the same answer, and if the vocabulary or expressions within that lexical field are translated and studied by foreign language learners, that, we are led to believe, should drive to speech proficiency in the foreign language granted the relative finiteness of spontaneous speech. If all the possible lexical choices that a speaker can make to express themselves in a foreign language are known beforehand, then it follows that confidence and complexity in oral production can be achieved by firstly predicting (recording L1 speech), then learning (translating), next rehearsing, and finally producing (answering the same question in the foreign language).
Foreign language teaching might then benefit from an idiolect-centred syllabus design, catering for specific learners' needs, and instead of going from one grammatical concept towards another, to move exponentially from one lexical field into another.
Limitations
The set of data results produced by this study should be cross compared to the limited set of participants and the number of questions (only 1 Why is it so difficult for a person to learn several foreign languages in this country?). A larger group would also be needed in order to determine the influx of more variables, such as content or knowledge expansion if, for example, the experiment had more inter stimulus days among questions. Likewise, a broader group of participants with different linguistic backgrounds may offer a wider scope for analysis.
